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Abstract 
The cases of testing presented in this paper are dealt with one by one. They bring my experience in the issue. I have taught 
German language for more years so far. The levels of my responsibility were very different, but the testing problems have 
maintained the same. Having the importance of students  ´ motivation in mind, the present paper aimes at both the process of 
testing and the contents of separate tests. Both of it might be surprising for students and useful for a teacher at the same time. I 
never apply all the cases I am dealing with in one single test, but use each of them in turn. I would like to mention here that my 
test are never long or too complicated. They never consume a lot of time; they last for a part of a lesson only so that another part 
of it may be devoted to the discussion about the testing contents and possible mistakes, respectively. Some of the tests have their 
most suitable moments in the flow of lessons.   
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1. Text 
By way of introduction let me give you some remarks to the administration of tests. They are rather short with 
not many tasks, problems or questions, over a month or so. Students know the date of a test in advance and the same 
is true as for the material that I want it to cover. In the first term I face two troubles. As for the students, one of the 
difficulties encounted is not having enough vocabulary, for accurate understanding the German wording of some 
tasks. From their earlier lessons at secondary schools they only know some simple instructions, short segments of a 
classroom language. Hence, I see as necessary to use their mother tongue when formulating some tasks, even some 
questions. The second difficulty has its base in students´ little experience of using an amount of time that has to be 
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divided into short spans as they are essential for working on separate tasks. That is why I mention the approximately 
allowed time for every single question in connection with each one. 
  I warn students that the test will not last too long. The normal part of a lesson will follow and that therefore they 
are supposed to be ready for the lesson as usual. I make my marking system as simple as I can in all cases and I 
inform the testes about it. I announce the test in advance far enough so that even lower-level students can feel that 
they will be able to do a substantial part of it. Each time easy and difficult items are included. To each item is a 
certain number of points allotted. My opinion about the difficulty of tests is as follows: Neither too easy nor too 
difficult tests show students´ knowledge on average. 
   During the test I am not absolutely passive, I am monitoring the pace of the seminar group and I sometimes am 
interacting in the students in any way. This is especially true for the first and second test. Every student gets his own 
working sheet with pre-printed tasks and questions. I include the first test in a students´ group I meet for the first 
time after the fourth session. I am very careful about informing students what is going to be in the test. Sometimes 
they are more interested in the criteria for its marking. In addition, each test contains also an extra-exam item. In the 
first test, for example, students have to judge the approximately allotted time for every single question and either to 
approve it on suggests their own solving. They cross out my allotted times and write their own ones. In my 
experience it is usually so that they put down the time they themselves had needed for the task given. Such 
information is of course very useful and important for me. I consider it in the approximately same test next time 
with another group. 
The strangeness of that introductory test looks like this: The wording of one of the items, usually the last one, is 
complemented by my note: To sort out this task you are allowed to use your school notes, if you need it or if you 
want to check the correctness of your answer. The usage of them does not influence the mark. It is enough to 
mention that you have done so. When it comes to the number of students using such an advantage, the answer may 
be very simple: all of them. But it does not matter. The purpose proper of such a proceeding is highly motivating. 
From that lesson on, students listen to my grammar instructions very attentive. And what is more, they put down 
their notes very carefully supposing that the possibility may recur in the future as well. But it is so in their last test 
only. But the core of the thing is regularly quite different. In my experience there is always a student using the 
opportunity not for checking the relevant task but he uses his school notes in the connection with entirely different 
questions. Relevant crossings demonstrate that. And also this is a very prize element of my experience. 
   I usually use students´ interest and I go through the test after they had submitted their elaborations to me. I 
allow sometime for the revision of any grammar points while the test is still fresh in the students’ minds. I have new 
but similar contents and tasks in my preparation and now I use them for practicing in the same language points. 
Throughout the further discussion the students were not interesting in the time changes suggested. Nevertheless I 
pointed that I would be concerned with all of them what they had proposed and that they would meet similar 
questions in the future.    
   The peculiarity of my second test is given even in its adding. Students read the following instruction: If you 
cannot answer an item omit it and come back to it after you have finished the rest of the test, or you may omit the 
same question or the same task entirely. Even in this case you do not lose any points, but you have to show the 
relevant item by the mark 0. 
   In my experience every single student, even the best one, will use this possibility and that is why that test is 
longer than the others. Another experience of mine says that students, even the brightest ones, usually agree about 
one and the same problem. And that fact signals to me to look back at the issue under question. I usually do it at the 
same lesson. First I explain the relevant rule, give as simple instruction as possible using illustrative examples of my 
own, parallel, but not identical with those used in the test. In this connection I give a special homework tackling the 
issue. Only then open I the discussion about the problem. I want to know how students themselves see the difficulty 
of the task. The experienced opportunity for omitting a question makes the students very sincere and the discussion 
usually reveals some, from the methodical point of view interesting, specific things. I mention here that the 
discussion proceeds very spontaneously. I myself use usually their mother tongue. 
   The last test task usually deals with the scale of questions. I ask students to put them in order of difficulty. They 
number the question, their scales show quite regularly a certain homogeneity. I take it in account when allotting the 
points to the questions of the next test. 
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   The next eventuality is represented through the case, where there are two different tasks or questions under one 
test item. The questions are from very different areas of language and student can choose the question he wants to 
answer. The number of points allotted is different as well and it depends on the difficulty of the relevant question. 
The specific areas commonly given are: syntax, grammar, vocabulary, word order. I have tracked the results for 
many years. The order has remained the same: grammar, then after a big statistical gap – syntax, word order and – 
after a large gap again – vocabulary. A possible explanation may be like this: Students prefer the problems where 
there is knowledge of a rule and its application. In German, there exists a close connection of syntax had their best 
and word order. And although we teach some theory of vocabulary, students do not consider it as useful; they only 
admit some recommendations for learning new words. 
   This situation has its second alternative format. Basically, the item is the same. The student has to solve both of 
the questions, but he can choose the one, which the teacher has to asses. In other words, he offers the question which 
is – in his opinion – better elaborated. Sometimes, the differences in the treatment of the questions are very close, 
but students themselves know well which of the two alternatives is better. I am speaking of my experience when I 
am claiming that I do not remember a case, where a student´s opinion would differ from my point. 
   The supplementary question in this test reads as follows: Fancy you may choose between two tests: a mono test 
with questions of one language area only, or a combined test with questions of different language fields. Which one 
would you choose? (The responses are almost equal.) If you may choose the area, which one would you prefer? 
(The responses are quite positive: grammar.) 
   Very often had I incorporated the question which of the tasks or problems given in the test do you think of as or 
even as the easiest one. The question was usually set down as the last one. That practice had two stages in the past. 
During the first one the question was given in the way as mentioned above. But my experience said that students did 
not usually express their real position on the issue. Some of them left their answers to the last minute and they 
denoted the relevant question quite accidentally. Others marked the question which had their best answers, even 
though it was quite obvious that just the question marked was rather difficult. 
   During the second stage the students were asked to give their reasons when denoting the easiest task. They 
could – if needed – use their mother tongue in that case. The results were much better now. During the discussion 
following the test I always returned to the issue. I wanted to persuade my students that every time I ask their opinion 
I mean it and have a good reason for it. The causation of my interest is: Firstly and most importantly that I really 
care about their opinion. I need to know the every single student´s point of view to be able to find out the position of 
the majority. Secondly I will take that point of view into consideration and adjust, if needed, the time allowed for 
each question or the number of points allotted to every single question. The discussion of that issue is always very 
important. Students realize my striving for an objective assessment of their performances. I have to confess that I 
never have met any objections to my students´ evaluation. 
   Another item of my tests is a bit combined. Its basis lies in the task given and in 4 added solutions. The 
student´s task is to comment the accuracy of every statement. He has to cross out the least likely response. When it 
comes to the remaining solutions he has to define the most likely response. I want to mention here that the wording 
and contents of every answer has got an element of doubt in itself and cannot be noted as an absolutely accurate one. 
In illustration: The task: Give at least one example of every kind of preposition. Solution suggested:  
a) A sequence of short words, mostly preposition with dative, some connections;  
b) A sequence of all prepositions with accusative and one with dative; 
 c) A sequence of short words mostly adverbs and connections, with one preposition only. (It is supposed that this 
eventuality will be crossed out.);  
d) Only one preposition for each case. The assumption of the correct solution: Student knows the difference 
between prepositions and other word classes. Student knows the main criterion for the classification of prepositions 
is the case. In practice too many students think that the sequence d) is not correct because it has not enough items in 
it. The number of points allotted for each separate answer must be the same. 
   To motivate even a weaker student I incorporate on the third or fourth position – but never on the first or the 
last one – a relatively easy question. This fact has to encourage the student to apply himself during the further work. 
Exceptionally, the allotted number of points is relatively high. 
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   Some students might have inclinations to copying during the test. That is why I sometimes distribute the double 
sheets with the same questions, but with a different order of them. Another time I use the worksheets with different 
subtitles but with the same questions or tasks. But usually I proceed like this: I prepare the worksheets of a double 
type. I take turn in distributing them to the students. The sheets are different one from the other only in heading and 
in a small stylistic altering of their subtitle. The questions or tasks are the same apart from one or two questions that 
differ one from other in an important detail. 
   Sometimes I put down which student is sitting where and who is sitting on his left or right side. In most cases 
the cheating students overlook easily the differences in the setting of relevant tasks. They do not wish other peers to 
know, so I do not publish the cases of cheating by name, nevertheless I mention such cases during the discussion 
after the test and I am always highlighting that some inattentive student has overlooked the wording of the task 
under discussion. 
   Another combined item reads like this: There is a mistake in the first sentence. Find it out and correct it. There 
may be a fault in the second sentence. Find it out, define and correct it. But in case you think the sentence is correct, 
mark it as C. The third sentence is contrary to a rule of grammar. Do not put it right, but quote the rule. Use your 
mother tongue if needed. 
   The added – and students think it as a very interesting task – deals with the allotting points. Its base looks like 
this: Every question is allotted by a number of points. Students have to give their own rating to every test unit. In 
case they grade an item in another way than I do, they have to put down their reasons. They may use their mother 
tongue. I apply this survey if there is a hope that I will continue with the same seminar group next term or even the 
next academic year. As a matter of fact, its realization is time consuming. Firstly, I develop a new classification 
scale according to students´ suggestions. Then I perform a new classification of tests using that new scale. In my 
experience I know that the result will be a bit surprising. There are either no or very small changes compared with 
the origin classification. In the next seminar I make students familiar with those results. They are of no value for 
classification practice. But they represent an invaluable means of the creation of teacher-student relationship. 
Students appreciate my objectivity and responsibility. 
   Much later in the fifth or sixth term, I incorporate another combined test item. It is represented by one task with 
two related topics. Students have to skip and underlying long sentence – about 16 - 18 words or so – in a shorter one 
of about 10-12words preserving the meaning of the sentence. One point is allotted to that task. But it goes on: 
Define the types of words you must not omit; use grammatical terminology; for 2 points. Every student should know 
that he can omit some nouns, adjectives, adverbs, but no conjunctions, articles or auxiliary verbs. The task seems to 
be very easy, surprisingly, however; many students deal with it by crossing out a segment of the sentence irrelevant 
to its contents. 
   The task is more difficult if I use an abstract of a longer coherent text – usually about 100 words in length – and 
students have to cut it to 80 words. 
   But in their final stage of study I know my students quite well and the tests are rather rare. 
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